
Estimating the Cost of Disasters on Animal Care Facilities 
The animal care industry is large and encompasses many different activities, both commercial 
and not for profit (Table 12-1). Some may not appreciate the use of the term industry. Not-for-
profit organizations may not like to be seen as businesses, but they too cannot operate without 
funding and in many cases rely on professional fund-raisers to secure that funding (see 
information on humane societies and advice on where to send donations in Chapter 22). What 
many of these businesses have in common is that they are small businesses, and as such they are 
affected similarly to other small businesses in disasters. A number of studies have shown the 
vulnerability of small businesses to disasters. 
 

 
 

Small businesses, such as veterinary practices, animal shelters, feed and accessory suppliers, 
and farms, are particularly vulnerable to disasters because the cost of disaster mitigation, 
insurance, and recovery is relatively higher than for large national chains. This relatively higher 
cost has led to a lower percentage (25%) of small businesses having disaster mitigation plans and 
plans to reduce the impact of business disruption than large businesses (more than 40%). 

Several studies have addressed the effects of large-scale disasters on businesses. Their results 
are typical of the reasons that businesses shut down in both large and small-scale disasters. In 
addition, catastrophic events can accompany disasters, such as destruction by fire or tornado, 
which may be local or occur as part of a large-scale disaster, such as a hurricane or flood. 
Catastrophic disasters often have the worst impact on unprepared businesses. On average, small 
businesses affected by catastrophic events have a less than 10% chance of ever recovering. 

 



 
The impact of disasters on small businesses can be very damaging. For example, every day in 

the United States over 200 fires destroy businesses. Less than 50% of businesses affected by a 
major disaster make a full recovery. Of all businesses that survive for 1 year after a disaster, the 
small businesses are in the worst economic shape. This is probably related to small businesses 
having on average less insurance coverage and less resources to pay for damage. Almost half 
(40%) of businesses affected by a disaster are out of business within a year of the disaster, and an 
additional 29% go out of business within 2 years of the disaster. 

Businesses that lose data are also vulnerable. Loss of data is a common disaster. Studies of 
small businesses have shown that over 50% of businesses suffer computer failures several times 
a year for at least an hour and over 11% suffer computer failure for more than 24 hours. In 
another study 95% of businesses that lost access to their data for 10 days filed bankruptcy within 
1 year. Half of those did so immediately. Businesses with resumption plans were operational on 
average 40% sooner than businesses without plans. 

The estimated average cost of business disruption for veterinary practices is shown in Table 
12-2. The average direct cost of business disruption for U.S. veterinary practices is over $270 per 
hour. The indirect cost is much higher. Indirect costs are due to permanent loss of clients, repairs, 
and replacement of equipment. 

 



 
 
Because the problems related to business disruption are similar for large and small scale 

disasters, business continuity planning (disaster preparedness for businesses) in the animal care 
industry will find its firmest roots at the level of the individual business. 

 

 
Devastation at a veterinary clinic after Hurricane Andrew. (Photo by Larry Dee.) 


